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Executive Summary
Modern enterprises need agile shop floors to be able to fully accommodate their flexibility requirements
demanded by fast changing markets. That in conjunction with the increasing capabilities of networking
embedded devices that offer their functionality as web services, will lead to an SOA-based infrastructure
where complex services spawning all layers between enterprise systems and device layer can be realised. To
fully support this, an integration architecture is needed that copes with these requirements and provides the
generic components upon which more sophisticated applications can be built.
As the new infrastructure is expected to be highly heterogeneous, it must be assured that all types of devices
can be attached to it either directly e.g. by running DPWS or indirectly e.g. via a gateway or service
mediator. We argue that there will always be devices that will never be capable of running DPWS not only
due to technology challenges but also because it might not make sense from a business perspective.
Therefore we focus on service bridging technologies and concepts that will allow these devices to participate
in the future web service mash-ups in factories. Subsequently we lay out our integration concept on how to
integrate non web service enabled devices, and which components need to be present in a middleware layer
to make it easier for lightweight applications to access these devices. The last goes beyond the gateway and
mediator concepts depicted in WP2, as our motivation was also to allow new service and application
introduction with little knowledge of the underlying infrastructure specifics.
Following up the concepts described in this document, we have already started prototyping the different
components and are heading towards an implementation that shows the integration of web service as well
as non-web service enabled devices. It is expected that especially the architecture part will be revised with
the findings of hands-on experiences.
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1

Introduction

In SOCRADES, work package 6 has the important task of enabling efficient collaboration between the
device-level SOA and the services and applications that constitute the enterprise back-end. While the
introduction of web service concepts at a level as low as the production devices or facility automation makes
this integration significantly less complex, there are still differences between the device-level SOA and the
one that is used in the back-end. To name but a few of them, device-level services are much more finegranular, exhibit a lower reliability (especially if they are connected wirelessly) and higher dynamicity and
are more focused to technical issues than to business aspects. These differences can be overcome by
introducing a middleware between the back-end applications and the services that are offered by devices
themselves, mediators, and gateways. This middleware adds the required reliability, provides means to deal
with services appearing and disappearing, and allows intermediate service composition to raise the technical
interfaces of low-level services to business-relevant ones.
In D6.1 we presented an architecture for such an integration middleware, and focused on the integration of
DPWS-enabled devices. In this deliverable, we present a refined version of it, focusing on the integration of
devices that do not support DPWS. In detail we will refer to the reasons and obstacles for not supporting
DPWS on the devices directly, and investigate on how to overcome these obstacles. We will also identify
device classes that should not be DWPS-enabled and others where technical development will allow
adoption in a later timeframe. We also show how xMII, a SAP product that can provide message-level
integration of legacy devices, can complement our integration middleware approach. Finally, we show first
examples of standard service interface definitions based on our sample business scenarios.
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2

Motivation

While DPWS provides a large range of benefits as addressed in the SOCRADES deliverable D6.1, there are
multi-faceted reasons why DPWS should not be available on every device. The reasons range from technical
challenges to economic considerations. From a technical perspective DPWS might be too heavy-weight for
certain devices which have resource constraints like limited memory and processing power. From an
economical point of view, it might not be cost-effective to deploy DPWS on a device for which the device
value is much smaller than the costs of integrating DPWS. On the other hand this comparison of device
value and DPWS integration costs are only snapshots based on today’s hardware and software costs. As
especially hardware costs for embedded systems drop significantly, it is only a matter of time until more and
more devices will have the necessary computational power to host DPWS at reasonable costs. A closer
assessment of economical aspects of the integration of non-DPWS-enabled devices can be found in section 6
of this document. For the reasons mentioned beforehand some very simple devices might never be DPWSenabled at all. Nevertheless, these non-DPWS-enabled devices still need to be integrated with the
SOCRADES middleware and ultimately interact with enterprise systems because: i) the data provided by
them is critical to business processes, ii) the invocation of services offered by them needs to be exposed to
enterprise applications.
One great challenge of pushing logic to the device level and using WS-enabled and non WS-enabled devices
in the manufacturing setup, is the newly introduced high degree of distribution. Currently these devices are
managed centrally by software usually installed on servers close to the shop floor, i.e. the manufacturing
building. Now, with intelligent and smart devices, the shop floor itself becomes more intelligent. Of course
the advantages are clearly visible, such as a higher degree of fault tolerance, and better integration of new
hardware into existing systems. But especially when dealing with both, WS-enabled and non WS-enabled
devices, we need to deal with this degree of distribution and the resulting issues such as heterogeneity and
security questions.

2.1

Efficient transformation of device network view into the view of business software
systems

In order to deal with the high degree of distributed logic on the shop floor, the currently quite monolithic
business software systems need to be adapted. This will mean to introduce certain new functionalities into
enterprise systems and to take out other functionalities and transfer them to the device level. The question
which still remains then, is the one of the correct level of abstraction. How much functionality and
information should be visible to the business software system, and how much should remain on the device?
This question is still an open research question. A general model information abstraction would be required
here. It is expected that this might be refined on a use case base, i.e. it depends on the concrete instance and
factory set-up. A general rule of thumb, however, might be the following: The higher the degree of automation
and the less human interaction is required, the more information and functionality will be hidden in the devices.
For the SOCRADES project we have identified certain services which will need to be performed by any
highly integrated smart device environment. We call these services core-management services, and describe
them in detail below.
•

Device registry: This service offers a device registry in which each device will be registered. It will
contain the core description of each device, such as its ID, location, and status. This registry will clearly
be managed centrally and could be realized e.g. using an EAM (Enterprise Assets Management) System.
As most manufacturing hardware nowadays is not web-service enabled, the question of device registry
has been solved differently, e.g. manually inputting device information into a database, here
SOCRADES can greatly simplify the overall registration process, if not even totally automate it.
However, it has to be pointed out that there are also other standards such as OPC-UA, which function in
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a similar way. Therefore they should not be seen as competing technologies, but more as supportive and
very specialized. Their integration therefore is vital.
•

Device discovery: This core service is clearly one of the services, where a clear distinction between
centralized and distributed behaviour is hard to make. On the one hand, a device and its services need to
be discoverable on the network, e.g. the device registry service described above needs to be able to
discover new devices. On the other hand, service discovery will be required on a distributed level, e.g.
when a worker enters an area in a factory, and he wants to scan for all available devices in his direct
reach. Similar to the registry task described above, device discovery still often still is a manual task
today. Once an efficient and well structured registration is working, discovery is a straightforward task.
SOCRADES will improve especially the automated discovery, which is necessary for servicecomposition. Through this mechanism, we aim to improve overall flexibility at runtime.

•

Device life-cycle management: The normal life-cycle of a smart device is its implantation, followed by
its usage and monitoring, (predicted) failure, and finally its replacement. The processes involved in this
life-cycle will involve all levels from the core device sensing level to the generation and tracking of
maintenance tasks. However, its nature is linear and does not involve a high degree of distributed
computation. In current manufacturing systems this process is virtualized in high-level software
applications which implicitly track the activities of devices, such as total run-time. Through the
improved monitoring capabilities offered by SOCRADES it will be possible to improve device life-cycle
management especially its reliability. Since we will receive highly accurate information almost at realtime, we aim to greatly improve management of these devices.

2.2

The problem of non web service enabled devices

In theory it would be great to have a world full of WS-enabled devices. However, the reality check points out
that this is neither feasible nor wished! Therefore we can give a scale at hand for different degrees of devices,
which then lets us advice future manufacturers on how to deal with this heterogeneity.
•

Non-electronic devices: These are devices physically not capable of WS-technology. Amongst these are
e.g. borers, bolts, buckets and the like. However, these passive devices can be monitored indirectly, e.g.
by using identification technologies such as RFID or barcodes.

•

Electronic reticent devices: These devices are electric, but don’t contain integrated circuits or other
capabilities to process information, e.g. little motors, or other analog devices. Again these devices can be
monitored and managed indirectly, like described above. However, these devices could become
virtually WS-enabled by using wrapper technologies and attaching them to computing units that
perform all WS-tasks. Generic services like “power on” or “power off” could be realized.

•

Electric weak devices: These devices are electric, and have the power to process information. However,
their hardware resources are so limited that it would not be feasible to deploy WS on them. In this
situation, however, it seems very rewarding to connect them to wrapper/bridge and/or service mediator
devices that encapsulate the device functionality and offer WS to the outside world. Typical such devices
are today the first generation of wireless sensor nodes.

•

Full WS-enabled devices: These devices have enough computing resources to retrieve, store, compute,
and transmit information and though can truly be called WS-enabled devices, if WS technology has been
deployed on them.

Finally it should be mentioned that WS functionality should be deployed where is makes sense. As an
example, the latest generation of wireless sensors e.g. SunSPOTs, seem powerful enough to host a WS
environment such as a DPWS stack, however this might not make sense from the resource point of view, as
their computing and other resources such as battery could be drained.
Currently there are various categories of non-service-enabled industrial devices:
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•

There is a large bulk of legacy devices. In case they are network-connected, they mostly use proprietary
communication protocols and/or low-level exchange mechanisms, typically for reading and writing
individual device variables.

•

Many devices that are not network-connected at all, e.g. motors and circuit-breakers. Often these devices
are legacy devices, but even contemporary devices are in this case.

•

Some devices, even if communication capable, do not have the computing or memory resources required
for supporting a service interface, e.g. RFID tags. As technology evolves, this limitation may vanish, but
it can be expected that in some cases this will not happen in the foreseeable future.

Although not all of these devices have the potential of being networked, many of them can at least be
controlled through some primitive form of communication medium, such as a serial line. This opens an
opportunity for service-enabling such devices by front-ending them with a Web Service facade materialised
by a gateway device, either individually or collectively. Such a gateway typically exposes a higher-level
interface than the original device(s). In case it controls several devices and aggregates their functionalities,
the gateway is called a service mediator.
The promise of introducing such service enablement is to make each network-connected device a fully
participatory member of its business environment, owing to the uniform and unifying communications
infrastructure that interconnects the currently existing technology islands. In turn, this will allow creating
more elaborate business scenarios with increased flexibility.
Furthermore, service-enabling legacy devices will contribute to creating the network effect necessary for
gradually enlarging the application sphere of service orientation in industrial automation.
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3
3.1

Service-bridging Concepts
Fieldbus Device Connectivity

Devices connected on a Modbus TCP fieldbus
Modbus TCP is a variant of the Modbus family. It is a simple communication protocol intended both for
control and for supervision of automation equipment. The Modbus TCP protocol operates on all physical
network layers supporting TCP/IP. More specifically, it covers the use of Modbus messaging over Ethernet
TCP/IP. The Modbus messaging infrastructure is used to exchange data or launch commands between two
devices. One device acting as a client sends the request to a server device, the server answers by
acknowledging the command or sending the requested data.
The network configuration depends on the manufacturers and the devices. The IP configuration often
requires connecting to the device through another protocol in order to set up the IP configuration with a
dedicated configuration tool. Other devices come with a predefined IP address in order that the user can
connect and assign a new address with a standard tool like telnet, but the trend is that devices get their IP
address dynamically by using an IP address server.
Modbus client devices need to be configured in order to communicate with the other devices connected on
the network. This is generally done with an engineering tool dedicated to the client device. The same tool
can configure a complete range of devices, for example, all PLCs or all motor control devices of the same
manufacturer. To this end, the user manual of each device describes its Modbus communication features
including the Modbus functions that it supports and the description of the memory area where a Modbus
client can read from or write into the server devices. Indeed, all Modbus interactions take place through
accesses to memory areas specific to each device type. Devices that are only Modbus servers don’t need
further network configuration, they will simply respond to commands and data transfer requests that the
clients connected to the network will send them.
The configuration of the devices is usually done off-line and stored locally by the engineering tool. At startup, the user downloads the corresponding configuration in each device using the appropriate engineering
software. In case of replacement of a faulty device, the user must set the configuration of the new device in
order that it gets the same IP address and configuration as the faulty one.
The following steps give an idea of what is necessary for configuring a small application with a motor starter
and two sensors connected on Modbus TCP:
•

Assign an IP address to both sensors: connect to the predefined address set by the manufacturer and
change it (using a dedicated tool or telnet)

•

Launch the engineering tool dedicated to the motor starter and define its configuration off-line:
o Set the IP address of the starter
o Configure the communication with the sensors: the user-manual of the sensors provide the
supported functions and memory addresses
o Configure the general parameters of the starter, defining its control logic

•

Connect to the service port of the motor starter (e.g. using a proprietary protocol) and transfer its
configuration.

•

As soon as the three devices are connected and the motor starter is running, the motor starter (Modbus
client) can send requests to the sensors (Modbus servers).

To simplify network segment configuration, installation and maintenance, the trend for new devices is to
provide solutions with more dynamic configuration features, with the goal to minimize the number of
10/45
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operations to do in order to manage a Modbus TCP network with each device having the desired
configuration. Such solutions are based on:
•

An IP address server, in order to allow each device to get its IP address based on a logical name (e.g.
coding wheels can be used for defining the logical name).

•

A device parameter server, where engineering tools can store the configuration of all the devices
connected on the network and from where the devices can get there parameters at start-up or after a
device replacement.

•

Minimize the number of engineering tools needed for configuring the network.

3.2

Information/Service harvesting

Information and service harvesting is the effort to discover and use information related to devices by e.g.
associating devices with information stored in backend systems or aggregating information from different
devices. To better depict an example process, we will consider a system consisting of devices and a planning
tool. Later on we will introduce a gateway between them. Both parts of the system may be sources of
information. Considering the up-stream of information flow, from the device to the planning tool, there are
two types of information distinguished by changeability:
•

Dynamic device information. This information type reflects the actual state of the device and its
environment. It changes regularly by time.

•

Static device information. This type of data will not change over the life time of the device (or at least
over a long-time period).

Further on we have to distinguish raw data and computed derivative data. These data may consist of precomputed dynamic raw data. But it is also possible to use the static device information for derivation of new
data, for example by looking-up database info. This leads to the question where to compute the derived data.
In case of signal pre-computations it would blast the network capacity in case all device raw data has to be
transferred from the device to the most top level enterprise planning applications. Therefore a precomputation of the raw data has to be done in lower layers of the automation pyramid. This could be done
in the devices itself or in higher layers like SCADA or MES systems. The simplest computations like
linearization should be done in the devices, since they do not need lots of performance and memory. One
place for computation of more complex algorithms could be the mediator/gateway, since the process values
of different sensor devices will provide information about the machine and plant health.
The minimum static information of a device is the identification information. There we have two types of
static identification information:
•

Device type identification information. This data is imprinted into the device by the manufacturer. This
is done by assembly machines in most cases. Normally this information is split into manufacturer
identification information, the device type, the serial number, and the software and hardware revisions.
For example PROFIBUS and PROFINET International provide an information profile for related field
bus devices called "Identification and Maintenance Profile". Other field bus organizations do similar
specification but at least with different syntax.

•

Device instance identification information. This information is normally imprinted into the device
during commissioning. Mostly it is called a tag number or equal. But the confidence in that information
should not be overrated. The control systems work with network addresses and not with tag number
information, thus the plant or machine will work even with faulty device instance information. Because
of this fact it will not have high priority in the plant commissioning to edit the tag numbers in the
devices, even if it is part of the contract.
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There are different opportunities to provide static device information beside the identification information.
This could be a manual but also a communication schema or a device description language for interpretation
in a configuration and parameterization tool.
•

The device itself serves the static information. This approach has the advantage, that the needed
information is available as far as the device is accessible. In some cases the descriptions are buggy and
are available as corrected versions by the manufacturers. In these cases it is nearly impossible to
distribute the corrected descriptions into all delivered devices.

•

The manufacturer provides the descriptions via Internet. This approach has the advantage, that the
descriptions up to date. It has the disadvantages that an operator has to identify the device and to spend
investigation effort to find the right description. Today this is a hassle, but in the future with the
introduction of semantics, access to this info could be automated and therefore offer better and up to
date info when needed.

•

The tool (e.g. commissioning or parameterization tool) contains a bunch of descriptions of a lot of
devices. There are the possibilities for updating of device descriptions by using service packs (e.g.
delivered by CD) or by manual installation of device descriptions (e.g. downloaded from the
manufacturers web-site). It has the advantage of installing the description once per device type.

•

An additional possibility is to use a gateway or mediator. It may serve as an intermediate tool and has
the same advantages and disadvantages as the approach above. But in this case it has to be administered
and it has to be thought about the approach of administration. A web service based administration
would fit perfectly in the vision of SOA-enabled future manufacturing domain. This one could possibly
be integrated in the planning software. This solution is the best case if the mediator contains virtual
machine or plant proxies. The vendor of the machine or plant has normally no access to the planning
software of the operator. During commissioning he is the administrator and configurator of the
mediator/gateway.

3.3

Auto-configuration

In order to support fast and efficient deployment of the system, there are strong incentives for the devices to
support easy configuration of each devices, thus removing the need for a human to manually configure each
device. This process needs to answer the question “What is my role in this system”, based on several factors.
Ideally, devices must be plug-and-play. After the deployment the device should automatically configure
itself based on locally available information, to improve the performance of the system. For example, based
on the different tasks that need to be solved, a device could perceive that other units are malfunctioning then
it should take over their role, based on the needs for the task at hand.
Another issue is the self-calibration, where the device can automatically calibrate itself without the need for
expert knowledge, sparing time and money to the developers. Also, for some applications the context needs
to be retrieved automatically. A possible method would be that each devices comes with a set of predefined
roles, and the device can automatically choose one of the roles based on the moments need and switch
dynamically to another one as the task has been accomplished.
One method is to receive configuration parameters from similar devices. For instance getting scan data from
PROFIBUS the following procedure is followed:
•

There are three phases configuring and scanning a PROFIBUS segment, the off-line configuration, the
start up and the scan during operation.

•

The off-line communication configuration of a communication segment selects devices which are
intended to be linked to one medium line. For a communication configuration, parameters such as baud
rate, device address, and time-referenced communications parameters must be set so that an optimal
operation of the communication segment can be reached from the performance features of the individual
devices. For this reason, all PROFIBUS devices provide the GSD (General Station Data), a machine12/45
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readable list with their configurable features. Using all of the features in the GSD files of all devices
involved in a communication configuration, the communication configuration tool (a software tool into
which the features lists can be read) can determine the optimal configuration, i.e. a consistent set of
communication parameters. The communication configuration tool reads in the GSD files of all devices
connected to a segment. This information is then made available to the user for viewing. He can either
accept the communication configuration for each device or make changes. As a result, the precise
communications parameters are configured for a segment and are written to the controller, i.e., the
PROFIBUS master class 1. The PROFIBUS master then operates the segment with these configured
parameters.
•

During start up the device related communication configuration is checked between the controller
(PROFIBUS master class 1) and each individual device (slave) if it is valid. If so the communication
between the slaves and the master class 1 starts. If no cyclic communication is possible, then the slave
can not be integrated in the communication loop.

•

During operation the masters communicate to their slaves. In parallel it is possible that one additional
master scans the segment and identifies the connected devices (i.e. the available bus addresses). Based
on the identified device addresses and the related device classes the additional master can try to read the
parameters of the devices. This can be done by try and error method, based on the knowledge of device
profile definitions or based on available device descriptions (e.g. EDDs). Related to the possible and
chosen method a certain set of data can be acquired from the PROFIBUS devices. The try and error
method leads theoretically to a result but has no practical relevance. The best solution is reached using
the device descriptions. The profile definition does not cover the entire spectrum of the device
behaviour. The control role of a device is usually well covered in the profiles, i.e. process variables as
well as diagnosis features. Parameterisation remains often with manufacturer specific features. If the
control interface of a gateway/mediator should be supported profile related scans can be sufficient. For
other interfaces device descriptions could be necessary.

•

For example there can be a drive, a solenoid and a transmitter in one segment. All devices provide a
GSD file. Drives and transmitter can be conformed to a PROFIdrive or PA Device profile. For solenoids
there is up to date no profile available from PROFIBUS. After identifying the device addresses the
scanning master access the identification information of the devices. This identification information is
mandatory for all PROFIBUS/PROFINET devices certified after October 2006. The identification
information contains among others the device manufacture, the device model and optional their profile
conformance. The scanning master can check if it has more meta data for the device available, e.g. profile
information or device description. If so it can instantiate a parameter mirror of the known parameter in
the server. If not the device is instantiated and the necessary parameters have to be instantiated by
manual configuration in the gateway.

Virtual Device Proxies (VDP, hosted on mediators) are representations for machines and plants while
gateways (GW) are representations of networks according to D2.2. They share in general an equal state
machine during their life time. This state machine includes the states INIT - BOOTED - ACTIVE. There are
no SOCRADES services available during INIT and BOOTED states. They serve for system initialization,
configuration and other stuff. The above mentioned start-up of an underlying PROFIBUS network is
included in these states. Thus these field bus start-up sequences remain hidden from SOCRADES
applications outside of the gateways or mediators.
The activities of GW and VDP during INIT and BOOTED will vary between field bus systems and even the
information content exchanged with devices. For example an identity of a data item in a PROFIBUS network
is determined by the bus station number, the slot and an index. In a CANopen network there is an implicit
message priority for device selection, there are no slots and indices but a linear address space within an
object dictionary exceeding the available slot number space of a PROFIBUS. Thus the data are organized on
various field bus systems by using different address mappings. Beside the identity data (address data) there
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are much more variants describing the device parameter and process data on higher semantic levels, even in
the same field bus system.
The business application engineer is interested in the semantic meaning of data items instead of the address
schemes of the heterogeneous networks. Therefore gateways and mediators should represent the data in a
field bus independent manner during the appropriate ACTIVE states.
The simplest possibility of describing a complex system is using data trees. This is the way data in an OPC
server or even files on a computer are organized. The more sophisticated net graph structure could be
included by using link data objects, like symbolic links in a UNIX file system. Therefore the organization of
data in a tree like structure is the approach, how data should be accessible in a SOCRADES network. This
may be incorporated in the proposed interface descriptions by using equipment nodes. The scan of the
devices represented by a GW may directly be done by accessing the getChildEquipment() method of the
GW. Thus the GW itself is a representation of equipment.
Further identification of the equipment type may be done by using a special interface e.g.
getEquipmentIdentification. If a business application is aware of equipment and the according type, then it
could use further services of this equipment type.
Device, machine and plant vendors offer different functionality by their devices. A common approach is
using device profiles, but in most cases the profiles offer the possibility for vendor specific additional
functionality. Thus there is the need to discover the services provided by the equipment from any
SOCRADES application..

3.4

Network scans

In SOCRADES there are the possibilities that a gateway provides access to a single device, to devices on one
or multiple industrial networks or additionally to virtual machine and plant proxies. There is some
information of interest in context of network scans:
•

Which devices are on the network? In case of SOCRADES there may be multiple industrial networks,
subordinated to the main SOCRADES network, which is accessible via gateways and mediators.

•

What are the locals of the devices and what is the actual process context of the device? This is
information is identified in today's engineering tools by giving a command "flash LED". The devices will
flash an LED and the commissioner will edit the device instance identity like a tag number.

The DPWS stack provides broadcast queries for services. The gateways/mediators have to answer these
queries for every hidden device in its lower networks, which provides the requested services. As an example
of alternative method, mobile agents could be used in order to ease communication between different
industrial networks.

3.5

Human configuration

Some devices have to be configured by human hand, for example the loading of raw material on a
production line, or the reconfiguration of the line to support a new process. These events can be added into
the SOA architecture by interaction of the humans or equipment with WS enabled devices which alert the
higher level programs of the configuration taking place. In order to achieve this, a clear set of processors
need to be modelled and adhered to by human actors and effectively monitored by the WS devices.
Active input on human configuration can be achieved by a link to the human again through a WS enabled
device. For example a PDA could pass on remote configuration instructions from a specialist supplier to the
human configuring the machine. Remote configuration can be enabled on devices that can support WS in the
process by the linkage of information from the device to the WS and onto the higher level remote assistance
application.
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3.6

Intermittent connected assets

The SOCRADES integration architecture will offer a service-oriented abstraction of devices that are present
on the shop floor. Most of these devices are at least occasionally connected to the corporate network. This
allows for dynamic data, which represents the current state of the device, to be included in the devices’ SOA
representation. The upward facing SOA interface of the integration architecture should be flexible enough to
also include devices that are never connected to the corporate network. While this seems questionable at first
sight, including those devices can create benefit.
Since a disconnected device cannot be automatically discovered on the network, a manual process for
registration of such a device must be offered to a human operator. A virtual DPWS device will be created for
each registered device, allowing applications to query for static data just they would with DPWS
representations of connected devices.
Optionally, a link between the physical, disconnected device and the virtual DPWS representation can be
established by using any kind of identification mechanism. Possible identification technologies include e.g.
RFID, barcodes, or image recognition.
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for non-DPWS-enabled devices
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Since permanently disconnected devices do not report any data, nor offer it for polling, the devices state can
only be entered manually by an operator or inferred by the state of other, connected devices. Relations
between devices, such as is part of or requires can lead to correct semi-automatic removal or addition of device
representations. This means that if a real device connects to the network and appears as a DPWS device, and
if the system knows this real device contains a sub device that is disconnected but should be represented on
the SOA side, a workflow for manually adding the disconnected sub device can be started.

static data

dynamic data

handled in device manager

handled in device monitor

copied and
cached when
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continuously
updated

updated when
online

Available Data in DPWS representation
for DPWS-enabled devices

Figure 1: Handling of static and dynamic data for (non-)DPWS-enabled devices
Figure 1 gives an overview of how static and dynamic data is handled for devices that do not support DPWS
and for comparison, the techniques used for DPWS-enabled devices.
Examples for permanently disconnected devices could be purely mechanical parts that do not contain any
electronics (like pipes and safety valves). Static data of such devices would be e.g. the type number and the
supplier’s order number, while dynamic data could be the last inspection date or date of next due inspection.
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4

Service-bridging Technologies

Several technologies attempt to bridge the gap between devices and enterprise services. We will refer here to
some of them that are developed by partners and are currently considered to be used in the project.

4.1

xMII – xApps Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence

SAP xMII is a SAP commercial product that allows organizations to gather data from a variety of different
systems – in shop floors, enterprises, and the supply chain – and model a composite application providing
unified visibility into and handling of any manufacturing process.
A classic example is the gathering, aggregation, and analysis of shop floor data; its display in the form of
easily understood and easily used gadgets, graphics, and key performance indicators (KPIs); and the
handling of associated events and alerts to support decision making by production personnel through rolebased dashboards.
•

Manufacturing integration – SAP xMII seamlessly integrates plant processes with business operations.
The solution provides a single, standards-compliant connection between shop-floor activities and
enterprise systems for ERP, manufacturing execution, and sales-force automation.

•

Manufacturing intelligence – The real-time analytics engine in SAP xMII aggregates, calculates, and
delivers a single view of relevant events, alerts, key performance indicators (KPIs), and decision support.
Production personnel access all relevant information through a single, role-based dashboard.

Figure 2: xMII overview
Since manufacturing processes are highly specific, the strength of SAP xMII manufacturing intelligence
functionality lies in the simplicity it introduces to build an application adapted to these individual needs. For
the most common processes of shop floor analytics, visualization, and integration to enterprise and legacy
systems, manufacturing intelligence comes with a set of out-of-the-box template applications, which can be
adapted to individual scenarios. Examples include the classic presentation of key plant figures (overall
equipment effectiveness, cost, and performance) and integration to SAP enterprise systems.
SAP xMII offers a framework for rapid delivery of composite applications for manufacturing. Running on a
web server, it leverages the manufacturer’s investment in shop floor applications. SAP xMII leverages an
enterprise service oriented architecture (enterprise SOA), streamlining application integration and speeding
deployment.
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Families of connectors, which come with the product (MES, Historians or OPC gateways for devices),
provide instant access to data from these applications, without requiring data replication into another data
store. Figure 1 gives a big-picture view of SAP xMII architecture. The data and event services of SAP xMII
promote rapid development of query templates – named views of data from underlying systems that can be
catalogued and used in SAP xMII applications. Templates can be parameterized – that is, they can use
placeholders for query values at run time to meet the needs of a user (start date/end date), or to chain
queries and use results from one query to filter or impact another. SAP xMII normalizes all data, regardless
of its source, into XML. Furthermore, results from query templates can be cached as server-stored XML
documents, or they can be stored in a database.

Figure 3: SAP xMII Composite application architecture
Using these connectors, data is made available to the SAP xMII as data source entities. The Query and
display templates in the SAP xMII use these data sources to visualize, analyze report and control shop floor
processes. Queries can be in the form of Tag, SQL, Alarm, XML, Xacute, OLAP, or Aggregate, while Displays
include Line, Bar, Gauge, Regression, Pie, Grid, Scoreboard, Lights, Browsers, etc.

4.1.1

From the Top Floor

The Business Logic Service (BLS) component of the SAP xMII includes a graphical logic engine for
orchestrating transaction. It also provides transactional integration to SAP enterprise applications. BLS uses
the Java Connector to access the remote function calls (RFC), BAPI programming interface, or intermediate
document (IDOC) exchanges to provide integration with the SAP ERP application. Mapping functions in the
BLS enables easy integration of plant data and processes to SAP ERP. The core of xMII, however, lies in its
Business Logic Editor. The Logic Editor receives inputs in the form of queries, IDOCS, BAPIs, flatfiles, Web
Scrapings, XML, HTML, text, and images. This graphical programming interface allows the developer to
connect to data from the query templates and manipulate it structurally, perform any number of
calculations, and transform its output into email, XML, HTML, or PDF files or the SAP ERP.
The Visualization Services contain modules for presenting the collected and analyzed data in a more usable
graphical form. A Visualization editor combines the query templates with a graphics engine which performs
the mapping between data and the selected GUI. The Integration services contain modules for enhancing a
persistence connection to the SAP NetWeaver portal component. It also supports handheld mobile devices.
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4.1.2

From the Shop Floor

The core connection to and from the xMII to the external world is thru connectors. A connector can be
thought of as the programmatic interface to a back-end data source such as a plant historian, an HMI or
SCADA system, an I/O device, an MES or ERP system, or a relational database. The connectors included in
your system will vary, but fall into one of the following categories:
•

Tag - Used to access historian, human-machine interface (HMI, SCADA, and I/O systems)

•

SQL - Used to access relational data in a wide range of database sources

•

Alarm - Used to access alarm/event management systems (HMI, building automation, network
management, etc.)

•

XML - Used to access static or dynamic XML content (typical interface to ERP and related systems)

•

Aggregate - used to take data from multiple queries and combine them into a single document.

•

OLAP - used to query data from data warehouse, or cubed data, using MDX query syntax

•

Database connectors: SAP xMII supports a variety of databases. In all the cases, the devices (PLC,
Switches, relays, robots, etc.) report or submit the data to a database or an historian. Either Tags or SQl
connectors are widely used in this case.

•

Universal Data Servers: SAP xMII Universal Data Server (UDS) is a framework and service that enables
common manufacturing systems, such as tag-based HMI, SCADA, automation and historian systems to
be querried from the SAP xMII. Clients need to access data in a custom or obscure data source into SAP
xMII and that back end source is a Microsoft based operating system, then it is recommended that the
parties involved create an interface to either OPC DA, OPC HDA or OLE DB, or a combination there of,
to access this data. This will allow for the greatest integration with any future releases of SAP xMII and
its UDSs.

Figure 4: SAP xMII UDS connectivity towards Shop Floor data sources
OPC is standards organization that is "dedicated to interoperability in automation". Although OPC has
several standards we will focus on the ones that are currently accessible to the current line of SAP xMII
connectivity products. OPC Data Access, or simply OPC DA, is probably the most recognized and
implemented set to standards in the OPC portfolio. OPC DA exposes current values as well as allows for
writing values to the items (OPC uses the generic term 'item' were other automation vendors use the term
'tag', for this article I'll use the term 'item'). The namespace is also exposed so that other systems can see what
information is on the server, SAP xMII will use this data to create query templates, and though the OPC DA
specification may say it is 'optional' but it is required by the SAP xMII UDS.
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The OPC DA specification 2.05A is supported by the 2.5.x and 4.0.x versions of the SAP xMII UDSs, the 4.0.x
xMII UDSs also supports the 3.0 version of the OPC DA specification. It should be noted that the 1.0 OPC
specification is not supported by the SAP xMII UDSs. Any future connectivity products will most likely
support both OPC DA 2.05A and 3.00, but 1.0 will remain unsupported.
OPC HDA, or OPC Historical Data Access, is another interface that can be used to connect to historical tag
systems. Currently the SAP xMII UDSs support the 1.20A revision of the interface only. The OPC HDA
specification supports current and historical queries and writes, interpolated historical trends and statistical
information, all of which can be accessed through the xMII OPC HDA UDS. Other interfaces are currently
not exposed to the UDS for data retrieval.
OLE DB is probably the oldest supported database access interface in the Microsoft realm. Though it is older
than ODBC, it is generally the lowest level interface a database system will expose, and in some cases the
most efficient. It should be noted that the queries to the database need not be SQL or any other relational
language (though most vendors have defined a SQL like language). If retrieval of non time series data is
required, the OLE DB interface is the recommended extraction approach.

4.2

Exchange Infrastructure (XI)

The SAP XI component provides open integration technologies that enable process-centric collaboration
among SAP and non-SAP components, both within and beyond enterprises. The goal is to provide a
middleware where different enterprise applications communicate synchronously and asynchronously
through SAP XI without knowing the interfaces of possible communication partners in advance. As a
component of the SAP NetWeaver technology platform, SAP XI supports business processes that are spread
across heterogeneous systems and company boundaries, providing integration at reduced costs. This way,
SAP XI removes the barriers and costs associated with integration between systems of different companies.
The solution allows for a cross-component and cross-company business process management (BPM) and
enables the development of integration scenarios based on the definition of appropriate messaging
interfaces, mappings and routing rules. SAP XI therefore provides a common central repository for the
necessary interfaces. SAP XI is based on the SAP Web Application Server (SAP Web AS) component and a
part of the process integration layer of the SAP NetWeaver stack.

Figure 5: SAP XI Architecture
The following key capabilities of SAP XI can be identified:
•

Business process integration based on standards: Business processes running on distinct IT systems can
be integrated using standards-based XML messaging. The necessary information is described by means
of Web Service standards.
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•

Management of integration knowledge: The knowledge and data required for the integration of
heterogeneous systems is centrally stored by SAP XI. The corresponding integration definitions are
separated from the functional application coding to allow for an upgrade of functionality while the
integration definitions remain untouched. The required data types, message types, interface
descriptions, business scenarios, and process patterns are readily available for all SAP Business Suite
solutions and SAP NetWeaver components, and the integration repository can be extended to support
third-party applications.

•

Cross-component business process management: SAP XI allows establishing and controlling business
processes across application and company boundaries. The integration between heterogeneous system
landscapes can be described from a top-down, high-level perspective instead of hard-coding it into
existing components. Using the appropriate adapters, virtually any application can be connected to SAP
XI.

The SAP XI architecture can be divided into a design time and runtime environment as visualised in Figure
5. The Integration Repository provides integration scenarios, routing objects, mappings, interface
descriptions, and components at design time. As an example, the interface descriptions (e.g. WSDL files) can
be used to generate proxies in order to access the Exchange Infrastructure. As a starting point for the design
of new interfaces, message schemas and business process, the Integration Builder is used to enter new data
into the Integration Repository.
The Integration Directory starts with the same knowledge captured in the Integration Repository, but it
adds configuration-specific information that is needed for execution. This information includes technical
specifications on customer and business partner components, mapping and routing rules, and further
information required to enable the management of routings and mappings at configuration time.

Figure 6: Value-added Web Services through SAP XI
The collaboration runtime environment summarizes all runtime components relevant for exchanging
messages among the connected software components and business partners. At the centre of execution is the
Integration Server, which includes the Integration Engine. The Integration Server provides the runtime
environment for controlling business processes, exchanging messages among connected systems and
persisting routed messages. The Integration Engine deals with the actual exchange of all messages between
the different components that are connected. The System Landscape Directory enables the management of
system entities and supports the components mentioned before with information on the underlying system
landscape. In order to connect the Integration Engine to SAP and external systems a variety of adapters is
available such as IDoc adapter, RFC adapter, Database adapter, Java Messaging Service adapter, SOAP
adapter, and HTTP adapter.
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As described the Integration Server of SAP XI provides additional functionality like mapping, routing and
business process management. This enhances “basic” Web Services and allows for more sophisticated
application behaviour. The concept of value-added Web Services through SAP XI is visualised in Figure 6.
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5

Integration Concept

The integration concept proposed in this chapter focuses on an overall architecture that brings the advances
of service-oriented approach on devices to the enhancement of business processes and the current SAP
systems.
Our motivation is derived from the integration gap between the business level and the production control
level. The existing technologies do not provide a full integration of ERP system with the devices level,
especially concerning the use of service oriented view on the devices. These integration approaches usually
delegate to the devices manufactures the task of writing a component that connects the integration
technology with the devices. This approach is error-prone, and leads to poor information visibility and
dissemination.
The integrated solution we propose introduces the advantages of the adoption of DPWS in an enterprise
environment presenting a complete integration from “shop floor” up to the “top floor” in a service-oriented
infrastructure. This architecture takes the advantage of the already existing solutions such as SAP xMII, XI
and ERP systems and enhances them bridging the final gap for a fully integrated manufacturing system.

5.1

General Integration Architecture

In chapter 4 we presented the existing bridging technologies for integrating the “shop floor” with the “top
floor”. There the xMII and XI were presented as possible technologies for improving this integration. In this
chapter we present a concrete integration architecture which uses the benefits of these existing technologies
and take them to the next level of integration through the use of DPWS and the SOCRADES middleware.
The architecture proposed in Figure 7 is composed of four main layers:
1.

Device Layer,

2.

SOCRADES middleware,

3.

xMII, and

4.

Enterprise Applications.

The Device Layer is composed of devices in the “shop floor”. These devices when enabled with DPWS
connect to the SOCRADES middleware for more advanced features. Nevertheless, since they support web
services, they provide the means for a direct connection to the Enterprise Applications.
The SOCRADES middleware and xMII perform together a full integration of devices with ERP systems
adding functionalities such as graphical visualization of device data and life-cycle management of services
running on the devices. In this setting, xMII provides the handling of business logic, process monitoring and
visualization of the current status of the devices. The SOCRADES middleware enhances xMII by adding a
set of new functionalities: Event Handling, Service Discovery, Asynchronous Invocations, Device
Management and Monitor, Service Lifecycle Management, Cross-Layer Service Catalogue and DPWS
Historian.
Finally, the connection with Enterprise Applications is realized through XI and Web Services for legacy
devices and via Web Services for DPWS enabled devices. The data delivered to the Enterprise Applications
is currently mostly provided by xMII. Nevertheless with the introduction of the SOCRADES middleware
and DPWS, the data can be also delivered directly by the devices, leaving to xMII only the task of delivering
processed data that requires a global view of the shop floor and of the business process.
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Figure 7: Integration Architecture

5.2

SOCRADES middleware

The SOCRADES middleware is the bridging technology that makes possible the usage of features from
existing software systems such as xMII with DPWS enabled devices. This middleware makes the translation
between the “shop floor” and the “top floor” and provides additional functionality not available in either of
these layers.
Although a direct access from the ERP system to the devices is possible, the SOCRADES middleware
improves on the management of the shop floor devices through the addition of the following functionalities:
•

Brokered Access to devices: This is provided through asynchronous invocations and the use of Pull
Point for handling events

•

Service Discovery: The service discovery provides the means for ERP systems to discover devices when
no access to the shop floor network is available.

•

Device Supervision: Two components provide the main information about all the DPWS devices
available in the system: Device Management and Monitor and DPWS Historian.
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•

Service Lifecycle Management: The management of the services running on devices is handled through
the use of the Service Mapper and Services Repository. These components together make a selection of
the software that should run in each device and perform the deployment.

•

Cross-Layer Service Catalogue: Two components will on the one hand execute descriptions of
composed services that use service of all layers and on the other hand will allow DPWS devices to access
enterprise-level back-end services through a DPWS client.

In Deliverable 6.1 we have described in detail the functionality of the Brokered Access to devices, Service
Life-cycle Management and Device Management and Monitor. Here we will provide a discussion on the
improved architecture focusing on the new components.

5.2.1

Cross-network service discovery at enterprise level

In a multi-plant corporation scenario as presented in Figure 8, the discovery functionality provided by the
DPWS specification may be limited due to a complete block of the discovery packages imposed firewalls
within the different locations.
To overcome this limitation the SOCRADES middleware provides the Service Discovery component which
contains all the information related to the devices and the services provided by each of them for each plant
site. As the SOCRADES middleware is connected with Enterprise Applications via XI, all the information is
tunnelled and delivered to Enterprise Applications without restrictions.

Figure 8: Integration of Several plants with Enterprise Applications

5.2.2

DPWS Historian

The DPWS Historian component provides the means for storing all historical data related to the DPWS
devices of the shop floor. This is an essential component to analyse the performance of a system in a given
time or to identify causes of malfunction and predict maintenance.
Although the main focus of this component is to store the events generated by the devices in the shop floor,
it also provides an interface for logging events that occur within the SOCRADES middleware. This
component will also provide filtering functionality to enable an efficient search of specific events that
occurred in the system.

5.2.3

Cross-Layer Service Catalogue

The cross-layer service catalogue is made up of two components. One is the Composed Services Runtime that
executes service composition descriptions, therefore realizing service composition at the middleware layer.
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The second component is the DPWS device for back-end services that allows DPWS devices to discover and use
a relevant set of services of the ERP system. These components are described in detail in the following
paragraphs.
One of the requirements of the integration architecture is that it must enrich the services offered by the shopfloor devices with business context so that the enterprise applications can consume them in a reasonable
way. As an example, take a DPWS-enabled RFID reader that offers a service to get all the tags that are
currently observed. While this is already useful information to e.g. an order management application, it
would be even of higher value if you could ask this service which products are observed (including
additional data that is stored in the back-end). This can be achieved by service composition in the
middleware. A compound service can deliver this data by first invoking the service on the RFID reader, then
going to some warehouse application to link the ids to internal product codes. The result would be of a
format, that the order management application could understand, rather than having to deal with a lowlevel physical ID as it is stored on the tag.
Such service compositions can be easily described in some business process description language as BPEL. A
Composed Services Runtime, which is an execution engine for such composition descriptions, is placed in the
middleware because only from there, all DPWS services on the shop floor as well as all back-end services can
be reached.
Another requirement is that shop-floor devices should be able to access enterprise services. In order to
achieve this, a selected set of relevant enterprise services should be made available through the DPWS
discovery. This is why we put a virtual DPWS device for back-end services into the middleware. The benefit of
this is that devices running a DPWS client, which is a requirement if they want to invoke service on other
DPWS-enabled devices, can use this to find and invoke back-end services in exactly the same way as they
invoke services on their peer devices. Another advantage is that services that are not considered relevant for
the shop-floor can be not replicated on DPWS level, therefore reducing the overhead during device
discovery done by the resource-constrained devices.
Co-locating both sub-components in the same component has the advantage that also the composed services
that the composed service runtime provides, can be made available to the devices through the virtual DPWS
device for back-end services.

5.3

xMII Integration

The technical integration of DPWS stack with the existing version of SAP xMII requires either the
implementation of OPC DA client / server architecture on top of the DPWS stack with wrappers around
OPC UA, or an OLE DB approach exposing the device to the SAP ERP system. The OPC DA can reside
either directly on the device or on a separate gateway depending upon the available resources.
An OPC DA approach: Basically the OPC UA systems architecture models OPC UA Clients and Servers as
interacting partners. Each system may contain multiple Clients and Servers. Each Client may interact
concurrently with one or more Servers, and each Server may interact concurrently with one or more Clients.
An application may combine Server and Client components to allow interaction with other Servers and
Clients. To address devices which have less computing capabilities we can have a very thin OPC UA client
on the DPWS devices, offering just a subset of the OPC UA client specification.
Here we have to point out that SAP xMII does not connect directly to the devices. It connects to historians,
aggregators and databases who talk to the devices directly. The communication is based on OPC DA or
OLEDB. It is up to the vendors to implement an OPC DA / OLE DB based server in between which translates
OPC DA / DB messages to specific devices and delivers events and notifications from the device level to the
to floor. Figure 9 shows an over view of how this connectivity is achieved today.
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Figure 9: Current xMII to Shop Floor connectivity
The goal is to realize DPWS connectivity to the SAP ERP system, a middleware has to be developed which
communicates between the DPWS devices gateways and legacy systems which does not support DPWS
stack. This middleware is defined under the SOCRADES framework for supporting connectivity between
the shop floor and the top floor. Figure 4 has an overview of such a connection interface. If OPC UA is
agreed as a uniform interface to carry messages or data between the DPWS stack and the external world,
then such an interface has to be implemented in the middleware. This would then in turn connect to the SAP
xMII specific communication.
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Figure 10: Possible Interface overview between a DPWS device, legacy systems and SAP ERP

5.4

XI Integration

As described in section 5.3, SAP xMII can connect synchronously via BAPI/RFC, IDOC, or Web service to
enterprise applications. In larger SAP landscapes, the SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure (XI)
component serves as a message hub between various systems thus enabling asynchronous integration. In
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those scenarios SAP xMII connects to XI to move plant floor data to and from enterprise applications, thus
deeply extending the reach of SAP integration into the plant floor and enhancing it with routing
functionality, centralized monitoring, and guaranteed delivery of asynchronous messages. In the context of
the SOCRADES project, SAP XI can be used to enable the communication between SOCRADES middleware
components and SAP as well as non-SAP systems that reside on the application layer. For the scenarios that
involve DPWS-enabled devices, devices could also directly connect to SAP XI. The connected middleware
components can be either SOCRADES middleware application services like the Invoker component or the
Eventing component, or components of SAP xMII.
In general when receiving messages, XI adapters transform messages from the format of the sending
component into XML and place it in the payload of an XI-SOAP message, which is posted to the Integration
Server pipeline via HTTP(S). In order to send it to another component, they extract the XML payload from
the XI-SOAP message, convert it to the target format and send it to the receiving component. For the
integration of Web Service-enabled components, the SAP XI provides a standard adapter, called “SOAP
Protocol Adapter” [3], which allow exchanging XML messages with XI using the SOAP protocol. In addition,
the SOAP Protocol Adapter, a component of the XI Adapter Engine, supports the sending of SOAP messages
with attachments, which allows attaching binary data to a SOAP message [4]. The example of using SAP XI
for a web service-based integration of the SOCRADES components with enterprise applications is visualised
in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The role of SAP XI in Enterprise Integration
SAP XI is designed to reliably process small amounts of large messages. A typical scenario for this is the
communication of enterprise systems, while the integration of smart embedded devices most likely leads to
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an increased amount of messages, which are typically rather short like sensor data. To prevent a flooding of
SAP XI by low-level events, aggregation / filtering concepts and propagation rules are necessary. The
SOCRADES middleware can add semantics to raw device data, perform filtering and reasoning on the data,
and send pre-processed, filtered, and semantically enriched data to SAP XI thus supporting business
processes running in distinct enterprise systems.

5.5

Device Integration Options
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Figure 12: Device Integration Options
Integration of devices within the SOCRADES infrastructure can be realised generally in three different ways.
•

Case #1: We use existing approaches for connecting to legacy devices, and then we wrap at middleware
or ERP level part of their functionality and offer it as service(s).

•

Case #2: The devices run DPWS directly

•

Case #3: The devices’ functionalities are wrapped by a DPWS enabled device one or more layers above.
This is the typical case for a Gateway or a service mediator.

Case #2 represents the project’s vision and making the integration straightforward. The integration of this
type of devices has been covered in detail in WP 6.1 and thus, shall not be discussed into further details here.
Cases #1 and #3 represent the alternatives when devices cannot offer WS interfaces. The former method
basically consists integrating the legacy software that controls the device in middleware. In this scheme the
middleware connects directly to the legacy system connectors using a predefined (proprietary) protocol.
Case #3 is in fact regrouping two methods. In the “Gateway” method, the non-WS enabled device is hidden
by an intelligent proxy called a gateway (aka surrogate). Such a component basically understands the
device’s proprietary protocol and exposes a DPWS interface. As such it can be addressed as any other service
and hides the fact that the device it stands for is not WS-enabled. The mediator concept is somewhat similar.
Although the gateway mainly focuses on explicit devices, the service mediator focuses on services
independent of the number of devices needed to support the specific service. It aggregates these devices and
manages the communication flow between the clients and devices by offering a DPWS end-point.
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5.5.1

WS-enabled

Business applications (like ERP, SCM …) will access device data and state preferably always through web
services. Although other connection operations exist (like Internet sockets, files, etc.), only the web service
abstraction delivers a message-oriented communication method truly independent from the underlying
operating system and programming language.
The topic of discussion in this section is at which level of the architecture those complex services are
provided that are ready for consumption by the back-end. The issue should be not be discussed bottom-up,
i.e. derived from the level of functionality that automation devices can offer, but primarily top-down, i.e.
defined by the data exchanged at the enterprise software / shop floor interface.
More complex devices or compound devices tend to deliver higher business value if they are WS-enabled.
To give a negative example, from the integration perspective it would not make much sense to WS-enable a
conveyer belt or valve that is part of a complex production process that the enterprise system is not aware of.
Access to such a web service would even be dangerous if it is freely granted within the whole corporate
intranet and would have to be constrained by security mechanisms.3
If however, a complex production line that can produce products of a wide range of configuration, a web
service that abstracts these functionality (accepting production orders with parameters) would be highly
useful for an enterprise system.

5.5.2

Proprietary connections to legacy devices

SOCRADES is introducing a novel kind of device access and integration paradigm, device SOA that will not
be adopted in the marked immediately. Corporate end users of automation technology will not accept the
fact that they have to replace their whole production environment to benefit from the advantages the
SOCRADES approach delivers. The only agreeable option is an evolutionary approach, where non-DPWSenabled devices are software-updated to include a DPWS stack (if technically feasible), or replaced one after
the other, because they have reached the end of their lifetime, or new functionality on the mechanical level is
required. By this, DPWS-enabled devices can gradually replace the conventional systems of today.
To have the two classes of systems, the SOA-enabled and the conventional ones, communicate with each
other the new devices could come with a dual interface, providing both DPWS services as well as some
vendor-specific, proprietary protocol or standard OPC. This option is very useful in the beginning of the
transition SOA-devices, since the new devices can be integrated in the old way, not taking use of the web
services. As soon as a significant part of the production environment has these dual-stack interfaces, the
whole system could be re-configured and service interaction could be used as the single interaction method
between devices.
This switch to SOA-based control requires the remaining non-DPWS devices to be integrated in the new
system. The preferred way of integration is to have proxy DPWS devices and services for the real devices. As
a rule of thumb, the proxies should be as close as possible (in terms of network distance) to the real devices and should be
instantiated at the lowest possible layer of the system.

Keep in mind that Web Service enabling low-level devices is very useful for the intra-shop-floor production process, and is only less
relevant for integration with back-end systems.

3
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Figure 13: Shop-floor device hierarchy and effort of adding DPWS
Figure 13 depicts a maximum hierarchy of devices on the shop floor. All of these components are optional
and it is rather unlikely that they all are present in one installation. You will find rather subsets of these
systems. If you take this maximum end-to-end setup, you might find a sensor like an object presence sensor
that either has an analogue, digital, serial output. This is connected to a PLC which in turn connects to a
single-board computer (SBC) conducting some higher level control and / or a HMI server that creates some
GUI for the machine or line operator. On top of these components, an additional gateway might expose a
higher-level interface such as a web server or web services.
Generally, the lower the level at which a non-WS-enabled device is wrapped into a DPWS-compliant web
service, the more flexibly it can participate in the device SOA. The lowest feasible level would be the PLC
that could have, in addition to its cyclic, real-time, control part a second part that hosts an (asynchronous)
web server and the DPWS stack. This very low-level integration is however very costly and would require to
design and produce completely new types of PLC devices.
Therefore it is preferable to add DPWS support using single-board computers or complete gateways
implemented on industrial PCs. This level of integration has the best cost-benefit ratio.
We do not recommend having a proprietary connection into the higher levels of the enterprise backend and
doing the DPWS-wrapping there. By doing so, only the enterprise software will benefit from the SOA
interface. In principle, even peer devices could use the DPWS wrapper that is instantiated in the backend.
However, this is discouraged because it would be very inefficient and create a bottleneck since all
communication would be routed through the backend.

5.5.3

Service Mediator

Originally meant to aggregate various data sources (e.g. databases, log files, etc.), the mediators components
evolved with the advent of Enterprise Service Buses (ESBs) [6]. Service Mediators are now used to aggregate
various services in SOAs. As such, a Mediator can be seen as a gateway except that it hides (or surrogates)
many devices and not just one. However, Service Mediators go beyond gateways since they introduce
semantics in the composition. Mediators aggregate, manage and eventually represent services based on
some semantics (e.g. using ontologies).
In our case the Mediator could be used to aggregate various non WS-enabled devices. This way, higher level
application could communicate to n Mediators offering DPWS, instead of communicating to m>n devices
with proprietary interfaces. In the context of SOCRADES using Mediators instead of simple gateways does
make sense whenever we want to introduce some low-level semantics. Consider, for example a wireless
sensor network monitoring temperature along a conveyer belt (shop floor). Such a network can be composed
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of thousands of temperature sensors yet, the interesting service on the top floor is not the services offered by
each and every node but rather the average temperature on the conveyer belt.
As shown on Figure 14 using Mediators introduces another level of abstraction and aggregation in between
the clients and devices. Thus, seen from the outside, there is no essential difference between a Service
Mediator and a composite service that relies on a set of service-enabled devices.

Figure 14: Working with Service Mediators
A service mediator is understood to be a device that controls a set of lower-level non-service-enabled
devices, which it uses to implement a process of which it exposes a service interface. Thus the individual
lower-level devices are invisible outside of the mediator. Thus, seen from the outside, there is no essential
difference between a service mediator and a composite service that relies on a set of service-enabled devices.

5.5.4

Gateway

A gateway is understood to be a device that controls a set of lower-level non-service-enabled devices, each of
which is exposed by the gateway as a service-enabled device. This approach allows to gradually replace
limited-resource devices or legacy devices by natively DPWS-enabled devices without impacting the
applications using these devices. This approach is used when each of the controlled devices needs to be
known and addressed individually by higher-level services or applications.
The gateway approach requires some specific support from a DPWS implementation. Indeed, while a
standard DPWS-enabled device is only required to store and manage its own discovery, description and
hosted services metadata, a gateway needs to support a multitude of devices. It is therefore necessary to
introduce a registry for devices and hosted services that helps structure and manage the required
information. When several instances of the same device type are present, the registry distinguishes between
class- and instance-level information, both for devices and hosted services, so as to factor the information
common to all instances and thus to save memory.

5.6
5.6.1

Service-set
Overview

In the context of SOCRADES both mediator and gateways contain proxies of devices, machines or plants.
They provide web services, which are part of the control application (left green box - Figure 15) as well as
web services to management applications (upper green box - Figure 15).
The term equipment is used as an abstraction of anything, which commonly identifies measurement and
actuation means as well as plant or plant parts, which represent mechatronic technological units. Both
equipment classes, device and plant part, have descriptions containing meta-information, which are
necessary to convert their signals to WS. The gateways and mediators have access to device and plant data
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as well as to the metadata for this purpose. Gateways and mediators are considered to be SOCRADES non
WS capable device integration systems.

MES/ERP application
Maintain.
appl.

Quality

Control application

SOCRADES non WS device integration systems

Gateway
Equipmentproxy
(Device)

Mediator
Equipment- Equipmentproxy
proxy
(plant part) (machine)

Equipmentproxy
(Device)

Device
Descriptions

Machine
and Plant
Descriptions

Plant/Machine

Plant/Device data – rough data
Plant/Device Info – preprocessed data

Figure 15: Non WS device integration systems within SOCRADES architecture
The equipment is an abstract entity, which has concrete derivations like a device and a plant part. Plant parts
may contain other devices or plant parts while devices don't. Therefore plant parts implement a special
browsing interface. The definition of the term device is not in line with the classical term of "device", which
informally defines a device as a small product of a vendor mostly equipped with a single field bus
communication interface and a mapping of all parameters into the communication interface address space.
Especially for modular devices there exist a variety of solutions on how to map the module information into
the address space of the communication interface. There is the need for a specialized browsing interface in
order to prevent the developers of business workflows from the variety of containment relation
implementations. But this means for the device vendors, that they have to consider their products as part of
the plant structure ("plant part" and not "device") especially in case the devices have complex assembling.
Devices and mechatronic units consist of mechanical, electronic, electrical, and sometimes hydraulic and
software parts. Figure 16 shows at the bottom how a plant part aggregates equipment and the specialization
of equipment to device and plant part. This is the most abstract level of the SOCRADES equipment model,
which can be refined as necessary. Figure 16 shows an information model for equipment as class diagram.
This could be a device model as defined by field busses, the resource model of OPC UA or the equipment
model of the CAMX/IPC 25xx family. These models cover structural and on-line data aspects. However
existing and standardized models should be used as far as possible because legacy systems provide data in
exact these syntax and semantic.
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Equipment provides interfaces, which offer its functionalities to the applications such as control,
maintenance, production and quality. This is shown as realization relation between the equipment and the
interfaces. It is also shown that a SOCRADES device, which is fully WS capable, has to fulfil these interfaces
likewise at least the mandatory ones. This relation is expressed by the specialization arrow from the
SOCRADES device to the Equipment. Thus an enterprise application accesses device and plant information
via the same interfaces from SOCRADES devices or non WS device integration systems.
Some of these interfaces are mandatory for SOCRADES equipments in order to cooperate with the business
applications. At least interfaces for equipment identification and equipment service discovery are mandatory
as shown in Figure 16. They are necessary to integrate with the SOCRADES middleware as introduced in the
general integration architecture in chapter 5.1.
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Figure 16: Logical structure of gateways and mediators
It is assumed that Gateways/Mediators for legacy systems are connected to an industrial communication
system, e.g. Modbus, PROFIBUS/PROFINET, CAN. Therefore the equipment model is extended by its
communication means for internal data transport. This aspect is not seen from an SOCRADES partner
building a DPWS or OPC UA application with a gateway or mediator. The communication model part of the
equipment is introduced for an unambiguous way to integrate field busses into the gateway/mediator.
Most of the market relevant field busses (including the Ethernet based once) relevant in the SOCRADES
related domains are standardised in IEC or ISO. The IEC 61158/IEC 61784 series contains approx. 20 different
bus systems. Common for all is the way of specifying the communication services and protocols using the
ISO OSI (Open System Interconnection) reference model /ISO 9684/. This model defines among others the
way how to describe the communication integration in applications. In our context the Gateway/Mediator
functionality providing the WS to the SOCRADES applications is the application where the (field bus)
communication has to be integrated. The SOCRADES project is not able to specify the communication
integration of all market relevant systems. The OSI reference model gives general guideline for this task.
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The OSI reference model defines Application Service Entities (ASE) and Application Process Objects (APO)
as integration means (Figure 17). One ASE class specify a certain set of communication services, e.g. IO ASE
services for cyclic data exchange of process variables or DIAG ASE services for indicating diagnosis or alarm
messages to the users. The ASE specification covers all allowed service primitives with all attributes
including their semantics. Examples for service attributes are: communication relationship identifier, data to
be transferred and length of transferred data or response error code. The data (e.g. variables, parameters,
status, commands) classes of the application are linked to a specific ASE, i.e. only a determined ASE object is
allowed to access a certain data class. This data class is specified as APO. The APOs map the application data
to the related attribute of the communication service. The collection of APOs of a Gateway/Mediator
represents all accessible data of the underlying devices. The APOs are the data aspects of the field bus
profiles. Therefore they become part of the SOCRADES equipment model described above (e.g. CAMX, OPC
UA) where appropriate. Most of the field bus organisations (e.g. PROFIBUS International, CANopen,
ODVA) offer device class related profiles (e.g. for transmitter, drives, Identifying devices (RFID), weighing
and dosage) which can be integrated in the described manner. This is one method of integrating legacy
devices in DPWS SOCRADES applications.
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Figure 17: Equipment proxy communication integration model
Most today’s devices (in their manuals) and field bus profiles are based on a mixture out of informal (i.e.
textual) and state machine models (also known as parameter list model  IEC 62390). Additionally there is a
list of all variables and parameters which can be grouped to functional or structural units. For configuration
and parameterisation purposes there are description languages such as Electronic Device Description
Language (EDDL  IEC 61804-3), Electronic Data Sheet (EDS  ISO 15745) or DDXML (ISO 15745). Devices
are purchased with files containing their descriptions so that commissioning tools get the appropriate
information.
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Some field bus organizations provide their device class or application function descriptions based on object
oriented models. The variables and parameters are accessible using the object operations. The object, i.e.
visible device functions are part of the object behaviour description.
SOCRADES needs a web service representation of the equipment behaviour and data. For this purpose the
SOCRADES project provides mappings between the parameter list model and the object model to web
service model in principle (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Migration of models – from Parameter via object-oriented to WS based device and plant
models
The following paragraphs specify general equipment interfaces providing gateway/mediator data and
behaviour in terms of web services.

5.6.2

Open Interfaces

There are multiple possibilities for representation of interfaces, which behave according to the general
SOCRADES integration architecture in chapter 5.1.
•

DPWS services. These are simply Web Services and a set of methods is described as WSDL file

•

OPC UA items and groups. OPC itself is specified as Web Service and all their operations are described
as WSDL files. The operations cover access functionality to a generic tree like data structure. The leaf
elements of the tree may be updated by an internal scheduler function or they may be evaluated
synchronously or asynchronously at access time.

The flexibility of the simple Web Service approach exceeds that of an OPC UA server especially if the
equipment or its proxy provides its functionality via a procedural interface, but OPC UA facilitates simple
data access. An operation of a Web Service may be invoked by providing the operation parameters directly.
An OPC UA item, which is dynamically evaluated at access time, may work like an operation call, except
that there is no direct possibility to pass some operation parameters. The parameters of an OPC UA item
access operation may be passed in advance of the item access, but if another client wants to use this
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operation at the same time, there will be problems in the parameter passing anyway. These problems may be
solved by using some mutual execution techniques, but the usage of parameterized Web Service operations
will be invoked much straighter forward than parameterized operations on OPC UA servers. Therefore the
interfaces will be introduced as W3C Web Services as they are possible in the DPWS specification.

Table 1: SOA APIs vs. data-centric APIs

Usage example for
configuration

Disadvantages

OPC style data-centric interface

devProxy.setGuardTime(500);

devProxy.set(“guardTime”, 500);

devProxy.weldLine(posX1,posY1,
posX2, posY2);

while (!devProxy.get(“weldingState”)) {};
devProxy.set(“weldingState”, PREPARE);
devProxy.set(“welding.line.startX”, posX1);
devProxy.set(“welding.line.startY”, posY1);
devProxy.set(“welding.line.endX”, posX2);
devProxy.set(“welding.line.endY”, posY2);
devProxy.set(“weldingState”, START);

•

Concise representation of
parameterized operations

•

Minimal API with few operations

•

Hides device’s internal states and
lets the device manage them

•

Semantic of configuration parameters
clear if resource model is defined

•

Semantics of operations unclear if
only operation names and
parameter names are available

•

A resource model for devices has to
be defined

•

Realization of parameterized
operations is cumbersome

Usage example for
parameterized
operation

Advantages

DPWS / SOA style operationcentric interface

•

Similar configuration operations
on different device types might
have different names

Table 1 shows the difference between the approaches by examples and lists some advantages and
disadvantages of each. As a rule of thumb, it can be derived that the preferred realization of a device’s API
depends on the functionality to map: For configuration, a data-centric approach should be used, since it
minimizes the operations in the API and allows for specification of the meaning of data fields when a
common resource model is used. For complex operations, that have an immediate affect on the device’s
behaviour and that require many parameters, a SOA-like procedural approach is more appropriate.
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Figure 19: Addressing of hosted services on (possibly legacy) devices through mediator (left)
vs. addressing of hosted services on DPWS-enabled devices
Figure 19 compares, with respect to addressing, devices that offer web services themselves to such that are
represented by a mediator. In the example, both device 1 and device 2 host the same service s1. In the left
case, the devices are represented by a service mediator who creates the DPWS devices that represent them.
On the right, the devices create their own DPWS counterparts. In the first case, the endpoints for hosted
services in this case will all point to the mediator’s network address and have the IDs of the devices included
in the endpoint references of hosted services. By this, invocations of multiple instances of the same service
(like s1) can be routed to the correct device behind the mediator.
DPWS provides the possibility for plug & play connection of devices. For this purpose a DPWS device is able
to emit or to respond to a multicast query. For example, when a printer connects itself to the network, it
announces itself as a printer and when another networked device issues the query 'Which printer services
are in the network?', the printer will respond. DPWS provides this capability using the WS-Discovery
protocol.
It is recalled here that when using Web Services, all network-connected items are identified by an Endpoint
Reference (EPR) as defined per the WS-Addressing standard. In its general format, an EPR has three
components:
•

Address (mandatory), taking the form of a URI.

•

Reference parameters (optional), individual parameters associated with the endpoint to facilitate a
particular interaction, provided by the endpoint reference issuer and assumed to be opaque to other
users of the EPR;

•

Metadata (optional), describing the behaviour, policies and capabilities of the endpoint; may be included
to facilitate easier processing by an EPR user, or because the metadata was dynamically generated. These
metadata are not necessarily a complete statement of the metadata pertaining to the endpoint.

However, for the identification of a DPWS device, only the Address component is used, which is restricted
to being of the UUID type.
During the plug-and-play discovery process, a DPWS-compliant device exposes the following metadata:
•

its EPR, which allows to determine the device's physical network address;
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•

'Types': a set of message types the device can send and/or receive; these can be either functional WSDL
port-types (e.g. 'linear-conveyor', '4-stage-lifter') or abstract types grouping several port-types and/or
hosted services (e.g., 'PID-controller', 'gripper', 'conveyor', 'lifter');

•

'Scopes': a set of attributes that may be used to organise devices into logical or hierarchical groups, e.g.
according to their location or their access rights.

WS-Discovery messages are limited in size in order to avoid their segmentation. The DPWS discovery
messages therefore contain metadata related to the discovered device only, not to the services hosted by the
device. Further metadata describing a DPWS-compliant device and the services it hosts are obtained using
WS-Transfer Get messages; these metadata are grouped according to the following "dialects":
•

'ThisModel' metadata provides the information on the device type: manufacturer name, manufacturer
URL, model name, model URL, model number, presentation URL;

•

'ThisDevice' metadata provides instance information, i.e. information on the device itself: friendly name,
firmware version, serial number;

•

'Relationship' metadata, that is, the list of services hosted by the device, which comprises the EPR and
types (as above) of each of the hosted services;

•

'WSDL': pertains to the location where to find the definition of the port-types (operations and message
structures) implemented by the endpoint addressed; this may be exploited by generic client
implementations that dynamically interpret the WSDL definitions.

It is to be noted that multicast-based discovery is limited to local subnets. In order for discovery to be
scalable to enterprise-wide scenarios, WS-Discovery introduces the notion of discovery proxy (DP). A DP
has two functions: multicast suppression (to reduce network traffic) and extending the network reach for the
discovery protocol beyond the local subnet. When a DP detects a multicast probing request, it sends an
announcement message for itself. By listening for these announcements, clients detect DPs and switch to use
a DP-specific protocol. The usage of such a DP protocol in SOCRADES is yet to be defined.
Of course, in the general case the above DPWS-defined metadata are only a part of the data that a device or
hosted service may expose to the outside. It is assumed that for accessing any further device or service
metadata, a management protocol, such as WS-Management or OPC UA, is used. Such protocols expose
generic services with uniform operations of the type Get, Set, Create and Delete and are associated to a
resource model that specifies a hierarchical structure of attributes representing the state and properties of a
given resource (in particular, a device or a hosted service). OPC UA comes with a pre-defined resource
modelling framework, based on so-called "nodes", whereas WS-Management has no such pre-defined
resource modelling framework, but may be associated with existing resource models. Certain resource
model elements may be common to all types of devices, for example the status of a device, but most resource
model elements are specific to a given device class.
As already noted above, there is a certain degree of duality between a resource-oriented (data-centric) view
and a service-oriented (operation-centric) view of equipment. The example given in the next section
illustrates this. In practice, both types of view may have to be supported.

5.6.2.1 Example application Interface "Predictive Maintenance"
There will be a variety of application functionality for purposes like operation, parameterisation,
observation, diagnosis and maintenance. As shown in previous chapters, there is the possibility to calculate
predictions by using the xMII facilities of an SAP system. However, the know-how on the equipment
prediction model is usually part of the manufacturer's knowledge, which the manufacturer is not interested
to make publicly available to market competitors. For prediction purposes, complex calculations may be
required, using large time series of parameters that should not be transferred via the industrial networks.
Therefore, it should be possible to compute predictions either in the xMII after collecting process values over
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time or, preferably, to use prediction algorithms implemented in the equipment. Thus, a generic (i.e. device
type independent) diagnostic service interface could comprise messages for the following types of operation:
evalDamageProbability (interval)
Request for evaluating the probability for the equipment to go out of order within a given amount of
time.
evalDamageTime (probability)
Request for evaluating the estimated time left until the equipment's damage probability will exceed a
given value.
setDamageAlarmThreshold (probability)
Request for setting the equipment failure probability, at or above which the equipment will generate an
alarm.
The latter could also be implemented using a generic Set operation addressing a DamageAlarmThreshold
attribute, part of a generic section of the equipment's resource model. However, implementing the former
two operations solely on the basis of the resource model would be more cumbersome and somewhat
artificial; for example, implementing the first operation would require to define the following attributes of
the resource model:
DamageProbabilityInterval
Time interval used for evaluating the probability of the equipment going out of order.
DamageProbability
Probability of equipment failure within the amount of time given by DamageProbabilityInterval.
Executing that operation would require to Set the value of DamageProbabilityInterval (albeit, maybe just
once), then to get the value of DamageProbability. Furthermore, as mentioned above, in case the equipment is
accessed by more than one management client, there could be a conflict between their respective Set
operations.
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6

Economical analysis

This chapter proposes a framework to help companies in understanding if and when the use of a DPWS
device might result in an effective benefit for the company itself. There are four relevant situations that a
company could face when considering the implementation of the SOCRADES middleware:
1) Existence of legacy devices without a proprietary software protocol. In this scenario there is just one
possibility: to consider the replacement of the devices with DPWS devices (or at least with legacy
devices with proprietary protocol, this last possibility will not be considered).
2) Existence of legacy devices with proprietary software protocol(s). In this situation the easiest
solution is to consider the use of SAP xMII.
3) Existence of DPWS Capable Devices. This is the scenario in which the SOCRADES middleware is the
best choice for improvement.
4) Hybrid scenarios. In particular it is interesting to understand what should be done when there are
some DPWS Capable devices and some legacy devices with proprietary software protocol(s). This is
the typical situation in which the combined use of xMII and SOCRADES middleware could warrant
the best results.
It is possible to identify two main macro-drivers for the evaluation of the different evolving situations. These
macro-drivers are:
1) Technical Feasibility or Total Costs Index
2) Value Added or Global Benefit

6.1

Technical Feasibility or Total Costs Index

It is possible to measure the technical feasibility of the new system implementation on the basis of the global
costs associated to the implementation and management of the new system over the total cost of
management of the old system:

Total Cost Index (TCI) =

Global costs of implementation and management (1 yr) of the new system
Global costs of management (1 yr) of the old system

If this value is high technical feasibility is considered to be low, on the opposite, if the value is low, technical
feasibility is high. The numerator can be calculated as the sum of all the costs to be sustained for the
technical upgrading of the devices, for the purchasing of new devices, for the design of the new system for
personnel training, plus all the costs associated to the management of the system (on average, on yearly
basis). Such costs should comprehend, but are not limited to, maintenance costs, running costs (energy,
personnel, etc.), etc. The denominator considers only the costs of management of the existing (old) system;
therefore it acts as a dimensional factor that helps in obtaining indexes that are comparable for different
systems. The Total Cost Index can give some interesting information. The TCI can be decomposed in two
parts as follows:

Costs of implementation of the new system
+
Costs of management (1 yr) of the old system
Costs of management (1 yr) of the new system
Costs of management (1 yr) of the old system

Total Cost Index (TCI) =

If the second term is less than 1, it means that the management of the new system is less expensive than the
management of the old one and this means that the systems has a high probability to be able to re-pay itself
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(or in other words that the breakeven point does exist). Otherwise, if the second term is higher than 1 the
probability that the investment re-pays itself is lower because the new system management costs more than
the old system one. In this case, if the new system doesn’t offer significant advantages, not evaluated in this
simple management cost based formula, the investment is not cost effective.

6.2

Value Added or Global Benefit

The benefits that could be achieved in the use of the new systems are quite well known. Nevertheless, often
it is difficult to evaluate quantitatively, at a first stage of analysis, if the implementation of a new system
adds value to the company business or not. In such condition it is possible to use a qualitative method like
the one that follows. Let’s define the Global Benefit Ratio as: GBR

=

j
, where j is the number of
k

functionalities that the new system offers and in which the implementing company is interested. k is the
number of functionalities already offered by the existing old system. k must be a subset of j. The GBR tells
how much the new system (xMII or SOCRADES middleware or simply a DPWS capable device) can increase
the company’s functionalities, in other words which is the value added to the company by the use of the new
system. Note that while Total Cost Index is quite a qualitative index, the Global Benefit Ratio relies completely
on qualitative evaluations.
The Global Benefit Ratio Weighted (GBRW) gives the possibility of using coefficients (0 ≤ ni , oi ≤ 1) to
express how much a feature/functionality is important for a company and how much such
feature/functionality is already implemented.
m

Given the list of m functionalities, the Global Benefit Ratio Weighted is:

GBRW = ∑
i =1

ni
, where ni is the
oi

importance attributed to functionality i and oi is how much the functionality i is already implemented in the
old system.

6.3

Four scenarios, two drivers, two dimensions

The two drivers TCI and GBRW can be combined to obtain the following table.
Table 2 – TCI and GBRW

Value Added

High

Technical Risk,
Competitive
Opportunity

Invest

Low

Do not invest

Technical Opportunity,
Competitive Risk

Low

High

Technical Feasibility

The table depicts the fact that considering the two different dimensions there are four possibilities:
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•

High technical feasibility and high value added suggest investing: the benefit received by the
implementation of the new system is high and the implementation itself doesn’t cost too much.

•

On the opposite position, low technical feasibility and low value added mean that the investment for
DPWS / xMII / SOCRADES middleware could be the wrong choice for that specific company.

•

The two intermediate positions (low feasibility, high value added and high feasibility, low value added)
tell the company that the new system implementation is possible but there could be some risk: the new
system may not offer improved functionalities, or the new system could be not affordable.

•

The values that discriminate between low and high feasibility and value added have to be fixed through
testing and validation of the model on the field. To give an idea of such values, on the basis of analytical
tests, technical feasibility discrimination could be around 2,5 / 3 while value added discrimination could
be around 1,1 / 1,2.

Finally it must be noted that this cost benefit analysis could be applied to all four scenarios presented in
section 6.1, but keeping in mind that there are two main points of view: the device point of view and the
holistic point of view. As an example considering scenario 1, checking if it is worth to substitute old legacy
devices with newer DPWS capable ones, the analysis could be carried out from a device point of view with
either positive or negative results. This doesn’t mean that from a holistic point of view the result is still the
same. In fact the interactions between different devices and the benefits added to the entire system may have
been not considered from a single device point of view.
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7

Conclusions

It is clear that we are heading towards an infrastructure where heterogeneity will be dominant and not all
devices will have the capability of hosting DPWS and providing their functionality as a service to the others.
In fact, the last might not only be infeasible due to technological constraints, but it also might not make sense
from the business point of view. Therefore any approach proposed for the future manufacturing domain,
has to make sure that all types of devices can be directly and indirectly integrated in a global communication
infrastructure. The latest is achieved by the integration concept depicted in this document. The architecture
and its components have been designed while taking into account the requirements set, as well as the
existing service bridging concepts and technologies. We have shown how we plan to integrate existing
products and extend them to fully realise the concepts envisioned by the SOCRADES project. Our next step
is to start prototyping the different components, trial them and gather valuable hands-on experience which
will allow us to further refine our approach to be near to the real-world needs.
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Terms used

Abbreviation

Explanation

xMII

XML xApp Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence

xApp

Composite Application built on XML

BAM

Business Activity Monitoring

PLM

Product Lifecycle Management

ESB

Enterprise Service Bus

XML

eXtensible Mark-up Language

ROI

Return of Investment

MES

Manufacturing Execution System

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

DCS

Distributed Control System

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

BI

Business Intelligence

XI

SAP Exchange Infrastructure
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